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1. Introduction 

In the last 10 years a variety of new, computerized me-

dia has moved into the educational settings. Students 

carry mobile phones, PDAs and laptop computers into 

classrooms, which are equipped with interactive white-

boards and wireless network connections. During class or 

at home they retrieve and also contribute information 

online, always using different interfaces and functional-

ities. However most of the applications of these media 

have been developed for other purposes mostly related to 

business. 

Oftentimes metaphors and interaction principles from 

personal computing have been transferred to these new 

devices and interfaces without taking into account the 

specific requirements of the new interface properties, or 

the potentials and the contexts of their use. An example 

for this is the use of desktop software like Microsoft 

Powerpoint™ for interactive whiteboards in the classroom. 

Pedagogic and situational limitations of this approach are 

hardly being discussed or even evaluated. Through litera-

ture review, observation, and interviews with teachers 

who use interactive whiteboards in their lectures, we have 

identified current limitations of standard software. We 

derive requirements for a software environment that ex-



 

 

ploits the potentials of interactive whiteboards in the face 

to face classroom setting, integrating various applications 

within a unique technical and visual framework. We pro-

posed and evaluated a gesture-based interaction paradigm 

and a hierarchical semantic for a “DeepBoard” system [3]. 

The line of research presented here started from these 

results. 

Even if, as in case of the “DeepBoard” a learner-cen-

tered software design approach has been followed for in-

dividual interfaces and devices, the learning environment 

they contribute to or compose is rarely designed in a rea-

sonable way. Lacking comparable documentation as well 

as contexts and reasons for design decisions, the evalua-

tion and improvement, and also the reuse of good solu-

tions are rarely possible.  

In our research, we synthesize two lines of develop-

ment that have been dealt with independently so far: 1) 

the development and evaluation of educational technolo-

gies to support problem-oriented and collaborative learn-

ing activities inside and outside of the classroom, and 2) 

interaction design patterns as a means to document and 

generate design knowledge. Primary contributions consist 

in a basic layout of a pattern language for educational 

technology (starting with face-to-face learning environ-

ments), and a software prototype for enhancing classroom 

interaction through interactive whiteboards and multiple 

clients’ access. First we will briefly introduce our ap-

proach to using interaction design patterns, then present 

the background on educational  technology and learning 

theory, in order to bring the two together in a third step. 

 

2. Interaction Design Patterns for Educational 

Technology  

Interaction design patterns are standard solutions to 

recurring problems in interaction design. Originating 

from architecture theory they were adapted first to soft-

ware development [6] and consequently to interaction 

design [2]. Pedagogical patterns have been proposed in 

order “to capture expert knowledge of the practice of 

teaching and learning in a portable, salient format.” [12]. 

Usually they have been written and discussed independent 

of the technological development.  

2.1. What are Interaction Design Patterns? 

Interaction design patterns describe structural and be-

havioral features of a user interface, a Web site, an ob-

ject-oriented program, or even a building. They are valid 

for the complete field of design they consider without 

determining a particular solution. Representing a frame-

work for design they address and support interaction de-

signers and developers in specifying interfaces. While 

some of them apply across applications, platforms and 

devices some devices like large or small screen interfaces 

require their own subsets of patterns. The goal is to im-

prove, sometimes also to unify the user experience for 

interactive services and products. 

Alexander [1] argued that architectural living patterns 

are generated by recurring events resulting from ordinary 

action of people. Patterns define a relationship between a 

context, a system of forces, which arises in that context 

repeatedly, and a configuration that allows these forces to 

resolve themselves in that context. In order to identify 

patterns one must observe and analyze their instances, 

and consequently abstract the properties that all good so-

lutions have in common. 

A system of relating patterns is called “pattern lan-

guage”. The term “language” stresses the rule-based order 

of components that provides coherence and may be used 

as a method for communication about design. The fact 

that individual patterns are integrated into pattern lan-

guages enables designers to use the collection for patterns 

generatively. Sub-patterns may be required to resolve 

more detailed design issues. A pattern language for a 

given subject usually presents its constitutive patterns in 

a hierarchical order with various links. We doubt there 

will be a well-defined body of pattern languages – its 

rigid structure may even inhibit innovation. Instead we 

trust in a discourse on patterns and their languages that 

will filter out insufficient solutions in the long run. 

2.2. Which notation do we use?  

A standardized notation would facilitate the exchange, 

discussion and evaluation of patterns, but no officially 

standardized notation for interaction design patterns ex-

ists so far.  

However, the different notations being used are quite 

similar. Basically, „each pattern is a three-part rule, 

which expresses a relationship between a certain context, 

a problem, and a solution“[1]. Most authors also describe 

the conflicting forces within the problem domain and 

examples for the proposed solution as well as subordinate 

patterns. Sometimes there are only nominal differences 

between categories denominating the same or very similar 

constitutive aspects. In the context of our research we add, 

if available, information about empirical evidence to the 

example and related patterns even if they are not subor-

dinate such as alternative patterns (OR), accompanying 

patterns (AND), and contrary patterns (NOT). Altogether 



 

 

this results in the following notation: 

(1) Name: A short, expressive and 

memorable name is introduced like a branding of 

each pattern. 

(2) Context and superior patterns: Supe-

rior patterns and design space or the context of 

usage, i.e. a typical situation where the design 

problem occurs, is being described. 

(3) Problem and forces: The design prob-

lem and its conflicting forces, e.g. technical and 

user requirements, are stated. 

(4) Solution: The core of the patterns 

consists in a way to solve the design problem de-

scribed before. 

(5) Examples and evidence: Examples 

may contain sketches, prototypes or views into 

fully implemented systems. While they are only 

one out of many instantiations of the pattern their 

graphical form tends to be formative to the readers 

imagination. Therefore they should be well se-

lected, remain rather abstract sketches or include 

some empirical evidence. 

(6) Subordinate Patterns (include) and 

other related patterns (and, or, not): The recom-

mended linkage between individual patterns helps 

to create a network of patterns (pattern language). 

When it comes to pattern languages the challenge for a 

standardized notation and especially for a naming con-

vention increases.  

2.3. How do we use and generate patterns? 

While classical works on HCI often focus on the criti-

cal evaluation in later stages of the design process, the 

discourse about patterns focuses on good solutions of re-

curring design problems. A distinguishing feature of our 

generative pattern approach is the combination of the 

critical and the generative potentials of patterns: to 

document and optimize existing patterns, but also to 

critically reflect upon them in order to generate new de-

sign knowledge.  

Pattern languages may be developed bottom-up, 

top-down and in close interaction with users. ・ Bottom-up: Abstracting and structur-

ing results from user research such as field studies 

single patterns may be identified. ・ Top-down: Reviewing existing solu-

tions to structure an emerging pattern language 

framework. ・ Interactive: Descriptions of patterns 

and their relation provide for an easily accessible 

way to discuss design alternatives and therefore 

establish a communication means for user partici-

pation in projects.  

 

3. Concepts from learning theory  

If we want to create and apply a pattern language for 

educational technologies inside and outside the classroom 

and make use of multimodal input and output channels 

some concepts from learning theory need to be taken into 

account, especially the notions of instructional media and 

of learner-centered design. 

3.1. Instructional media and methods  

Looking at learning environments from a psychological 

point of view we have to differentiate between the differ-

ent codes, modalities and technical media being involved 

and view all of them in relation to the instructional 

methods they need to support [14]. While the instructional 

methods are ways to facilitate learning processes of the 

students, instructional media have been described as sur-

face phenomena that solely deliver the methods [4]. The 

first interaction design patterns and implementations we 

have been working on focus on “presence learning sys-

tems” within the physical space of the classroom and take 

into consideration the following codes, modalities and 

technical media: ・ In educational psychology coding re-

fers to the symbol system in which information is 

being presented such as the verbal, pictorial or 

number system.   ・ While in psychology modality usually 

only refers to the sensory modality (vision, hearing, 

touch, taste, smell), in human-computer interaction 

modality also includes the input channels (sensors 

or devices) for the user. In the context our research 

we focus on keyboards and touch-sensitive input 

channels (pen-tablets and touch-screens on PDAs 

and interactive whiteboards) to create audio-visual 

output. ・ Finally the technical medium refers to 

the carrier of media content such as a book, a video 

system, or a PC. In addition to these well-estab-

lished technical media we look at interactive 

whiteboards, pen tablets and PDAs.  

While there has been some controversy whether the in-

structional methods and structuring of learning content 

should be considered primary to media attributes, Jonas-

sen et al. [8] proposed to proceed from an instructional- 



 

 

and media-centered towards a learner-centered design 

instead. The latter approach focuses more on supporting 

than controlling learning processes.  

3.2. Constructivism & learner-centered design  

Quintana et al. [11] point out, that a learner-centered 

approach to designing interactive systems must differ 

from the user-centered perspective we have become ac-

customed to apply. Instead of forming a homogenous 

group of work professionals learner may often be very 

diverse. Within pedagogical psychology student diversity 

in the classroom has been capitalized within developmen-

tal contextualism [9], which looks at multilayered context 

within the classroom, and outside of school, such as home, 

peers, socioeconomic and cultural settings. Physical set-

tings, social influences, personal characteristics and the 

influence of time are being considered as major forces of 

development. Similarly, cultural constructivism stresses 

the students’ environment as a means to construct know- 

ledge.  

Constructivist approaches to teaching and learning 

propose open, but problem-oriented classroom activities 

[13]. Problem-oriented learning environments encourage 

self-directedness and collaboration as they combine ex-

plicit instruction (providing for guidance, orientation and 

help) and interest-driven constructive learner activities. 

Instead of presenting pre-fabricated learning content and 

transferring his knowledge into the students mind, the 

teacher acquires the role of a moderator for his students 

who co-construct their knowledge with his support, using 

various physical and cognitive tools and media.  

The differentiation between instructional methods and 

media, codes and modalities, and the notion of 

learner-centeredness may provide us with some guidance 

in trying to line out a pattern language for learning envi-

ronments. And how may we then suit the interaction to 

the theory? 

 

4. Towards a pattern language for blended 

learning environments  

The learner-centered approach suggests starting from 

student needs and activities in order to define system 

properties or interaction design patterns for educational 

technologies. With respect to instructional methods and 

their overarching influence on learning processes we ex-

pect patterns supporting them on higher levels than those 

addressing the properties of the media themselves. Trying 

to develop a framework for an emerging design pattern 

language for learning environments, we currently differ-

entiate between five rough levels of potential learner 

support. For this differentiation we draw from works on 

activity theory [10], which emphasizes the cultural and 

technical mediation of human activity. Activity theory 

differentiates routine operations, goal-oriented, conscious 

actions and meaningful activities and understands learn-

ing activity as expansion in various forms [5], e.g. from a 

problem to a context to defining a new, advanced activity. 

Considering the potentials of defining patterns on levels 

of increasing generality, as well as the institutional em-

bedding of many learning activities the categories we 

propose include an additional level for curricula and 

long-time learning goals, and one for organizational and 

didactical contexts, educational technology may hinder or 

support. ・ Organization and didactics: Here we 

may also assume overarching design paradigms 

goal oriented consistency across platforms and de-

vices, and the provision of support for different 

learner types, also organizational support impact-

ing all levels of interaction. Different didactics re-

fer to an instructional, constructivist or prob-

lem-oriented theory and practice of teaching and 

learning. (The open space environment offered by 

the DeepBoard Interface may be one of the patterns 

applying here.)  ・ Curricula and learning goals (or ob-

jectives) refer to time-bound bundles of courses 

and their contents. They include the instructional 

methods and are supposed to enable the achieve-

ment of learning goals that orient activities. Inter-

action Design Patterns on this level may include 

complete environments like learning management 

systems or interactive environments supporting in-

structional methods like small group collaboration, 

synchronous or asynchronous (presence or remote) 

communication. ・ Activities in our understanding are 

derived from a subject or unit in the curriculum, or 

may be derived from the students’ interests. Inter-

action design patterns on this level may provide a 

context for these activities and include group fea-

tures like a shared screen mode for multi-device 

environments, multiple client access, a group 

awareness widget, but also educational games or 

virtual or blended learning environments. ・ Tasks are necessary steps to fulfill an 

activity. Most individual and oftentimes de-



 

 

vice-specific procedures and applications support-

ing learning activities belong to this category. 

Examples may include modeling tools and simula-

tors, achievement levels in games, specific training 

programs (e.g. vocabulary), or collaborative draw-

ing and remote access applications.  ・ Operations: address the implicit reuse 

of previously gained knowledge. Interaction De-

sign Patterns supporting operations include the 

gestures for gesture-based interaction, as well as 

most of the conventional interactive elements. Use 

of different codes, and support of different input 

and output modalities also belong here. 

The definition of interaction design patterns should 

start with the activities, curricula and didactics they are 

supposed to support. Within the following table we try 

to match these hierarchical levels of didactics and stu-

dent activities to technological properties. 

 

 

Learner-centered 

 

 

Technological  

 

Didactics Paradigms 

Curricula Systems 

Activities Environments 

Actions Applications 

Operations Functionalities 

    

5. Interaction Design Patterns for Classroom 

Environments  

We argue for and line out the minimum higher-level in-

teraction design patterns that may turn interactive white-

boards into an open space for collaboration and support of 

problem-oriented learning activities in the classroom.  

5.1. Preliminary high-level patterns 

High level interaction patterns for learning environ-

ments address openness, collaboration, construction, and 

relation. With respect to the use of interactive white-

boards in the classroom we are currently working on the 

following ideas for patterns.   ・ Implementation of design patterns 

across platforms and devices within com-

puter-integrated learning environments. ・ Open space for constructive activi-

ties: provides a white-space to collaboratively cre-

ate and edit content. Similar to the so called “open 

space technology” [7] as a method of group mod-

eration, this open space is an answer to the ques-

tion of how to deal with diversity: within an or-

ganization, a community, or even a classroom. 

・ Gesture-based interaction paradigm 

for touch sensitive devices (input modality): de-

fines gestures to perform all necessary interactions 

directly on the whiteboard or from some tablet. ・ Multiple client access: allows for 

multiple clients to access the whiteboard and to 

contribute content. ・ Support of collaboration necessitated 

by tasks. Access orchestration allows granting and 

hindering access to the whiteboard. A group pres-

ence widget represents the student group and their 

position in the context of learning activities. A 

shared screen mode makes individual input acces-

sible for all participants. 

5.2.  Pattern: Gesture-based input 

To exemplify our approach we present a short version 

of the pattern for gesture-based input: ・ Context: Problem-oriented or con-

structivist in-class learning activities, learning 

with whiteboards ・ Problem: A central stage for projec-

tion helps to focus attention in class. Interactive 

whiteboards allow for flexible creation, editing and 

documentation of learning materials, but their use 

is often constrained by rigid software.  

Spending too much time in activities, which are not 

directly related to teaching (typing long commands 

or queries, or searching for files) may interrupt the 

dynamic flow of the lecture and distract the atten-

tion of the audience. ・ Solution: Provide for a gesture-based 

interaction that enables users to perform all activi-

ties related to teaching on the interactive white-

board as the unique input and output device. ・ Example: 

 

  



 

 

 

(The image a screenshot of the whiteboard after the 

user has created and connected some node objects 

for creating or importing content. In order to do so 

he may apply simple gestures such as drawing an 

angle to create a node, drawing from one node to 

the other to connect them.)  ・ Subordinate patterns include the indi-

vidual gestures, such as creating and linking nodes 

(as described in [3]), related patterns may include 

multiple clients’ presentation, group presence wid-

get, remote access, access orchestration. 

 

6. Conclusion 

We introduced an interaction pattern to the design of 

educational technologies and learning environments and 

proposed a preliminary framework for a pattern language. 

Currently we are implementing additional instantiations 

for some of the patterns we mentioned: the multiple client 

access for whiteboard interfaces with gesture based inter-

action and a shared screen mode for mobile devices sup-

porting outdoor learning activities.  

Our goal is to contribute to the development of a pat-

terns language for formal and informal learning environ-

ments that seamlessly integrates architecture, interaction 

and software design. Instead of assuming persistent user 

characteristics we aim at developing tools and environ-

ments that unobtrusively support developing human be-

ings, or learning users and organizations. In the process 

we try to adapt the notion of consistency as a primary 

design principle in HCI. Usually it has been related to 

properties of the software, instead of alignment with user 

goals, which incessantly change over time. 
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